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I. INTRODUCTION 

In order for a testamentary transaction to constitute 

a valid will in Manitoba, it must be executed according to the 
1formalities prescribed by "The Wills Act" of Manitoba. 

Similctrly, revocation of and alterations to wills must be 
• 'f' 2perf ormed 1.n a speci 1.c manner . 

This paper examines these formalities of "The Wills 

Act", the difficulties in their opera.tion and some possible 

reforms which could alleviate the problems. 

II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE FORMALITIES 

The right to dispose of property at the time of 
3death was recognized in many early ci.vilizations . In the 

pre-Nc,rman period in England such a process existed but no 

pa:r;:tic:ular form appeared to be required. 4 The first intro

duction of fo rmality into the English wills process came with 

the enactment of the Wills Act, 1540. This Act, which allowed 

for a will of lands, required that such a transaction be "in 
5writinig 11 In the 1600s this very limited provision , which• 

applie,d only to lands, proved to be insufficient to evidence 

wills. Additionally,even greater difficulty surrounded wills 
6of personalty which had no requirement as to form . As a 

result, cases such as Cole v. Mordaunt demonstrated the sus

ceptibility of the process to fraudulent practices. 7 

The result of these difficulties was the introduction 

of the, Statute of Frauds 8 provisions regarding the execution, 

revocaLtion and alteration of wills. For wills of personalty 

the re,quirements surrounding oral wills were made more 

string'ent. Written wills of personalty required no particular 
formal.ities. For wills of land, however , more stringent 
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requirements were introduced. Such will s were to be: 

in writing, and signed by thei party so devising 
the same, or by some other person in his presence and 
by his express directions, and shall be attested and
subscribed in the presence of the siaid devisor by 
thn?e or four credible witnesses, or else they shall 

9be utterly void.... 

The Act also introduced formalities for revocation and alter
10 ation of wills of land and personalty. 

These formalities remained in force, relatively 

unaltered!, for the next 160 years. The only change came with 

the introduction of the statute 25 Geo. II ch. 6, s. 1. This 

related to the interpretation of the words "three or four 

credible witnesses". At that time, the law of evidence 

provided that beneficiaries who acted as witnesses to the 

will were incompetent to prove the will by virtue of their 

interest. Therefore entire wills were b,eing declared void 

due to one or more of the witnesses bein,g a beneficiary.

This was found to be excessively harsh and the above statute

was enacted to remedy the defect. It provided that, in such

circumstances, the beneficiary's gift would be declared void,
11but he would be competent to prove the will. 
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to the various formalities being used in wills. Complex 

rules regarding different procedures for different assets 

were developed and many estates were thrown into litigation.

As a resul t it was recommended that uniform, simplified

formalities be introduced to alleviate the problems being
12encountered. 
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In response the English Wills Act of 1837 was 
13introduced . Under this statute the, distinction between 

real and personal property was eliminiated. The formaliti es 

of the! Statute of Frauds, with some revision , were introduced 

as the! onl y requirements as to form necessary for proper 
14execution, alteration or revocation of all wills . 

It is these 1 837 Wills Act p r ovisi ons whi ch ha ve 

formed tbe basis for wills act formalit·ies in most common 

law jurisdictions, including Manitoba on• its entry into federation 

in 1870. The p r ovisions , with l i ttle variation , were l ater f ormally 

adopted i n 1 882, 15 and despite some simpl ification through adoption .F. 
of the Uniform L aw Conferen ce Model Wi lls ,llct in 1964, 16 t he 

formalities have remained in substance to 1t:his day . 

III. CURREN·T FORMALITY PROVISIONS 

The requirements for execution o:f a formal will in 
Manitoba ar,e as follows : 

17A will is vali d only when it is in writing. 

• ,:1 will is not valid unless, 

(a) a1t: its end it is signed by the tE!stator or by 
some o1t:her person in his presence and by his 
direction; 

(b) the testator makes or acknowledgeis .the 
signature in the presence of two or more witnesses 
present at the same time ; and 

(c) two or more of the witnesses atte•st and 
18subscribe the will in the presence of the testator. 

The methods of revocation are set out in section 16: 

The 
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A will or part of a will is not r,evoked except by 

(a) the marriage of the testator, 

(b) a later will valid under this Act; or 

(c) a later writing declaring an intention to 
revoke it and made in accordance with the 
provisions of this Act governing the making 
of a will; or 

(d) burning, tearing or otherwisE:! destroying it 
by the testator or by some pE:!rson in his 
presence and by his direction with the 
intention of revoking it.19 

For alt,eration section 19 (2) applies : 

An alteration that is made in a w:i.11 after the 
will has been made is validly madE:! when the 
si,gnature of the testator and sub1;1cription of 
witnesses to the signature of the testator to the 
alteration, or, in the case of a will that was 
made under section 6 or section 7 ,, the signature 
of the testator, are or is made, 

(a) in the margin or in some othE!r part of the 
will opposite or near to the alteration; or 

(b) at the foot or end of, or opposite to, a 
memorandum referring to the alteration and 
written in some part of the will. 20 

The competency of witnesses provisions which were incorporated 

in the 1837 Wills Act are included in section 13(1) of the 
Manitob,a statute: 

Whiere a will is attested by a person to whom or 
to whose then wife or husband, a beneficial devise, 
bequest, or other disposition or a1ppointment of or 
affecting real or personal property, except charges 
and directions for payment of debt, is thereby given 
or made, the devise, bequest, or other disposition 
or appointment is void so far 0111,, as it concerns 
thE:! person so attest:.ng, or the wi.fe or the husband 

https://attest:.ng
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or a person claiming under any of them; but the 
person so attesting is a competent witness to prove 
the exe~ution of the will or its validity or inva
lidity. l 

Additionally section 13(3) extends the competency provision to 
a person signing for a testator: 

Where a will is signed for the testator by another 
peirson to whom or to whose then wife or husband , 
a beneficial devise, bequest, or other disposition 
or appointment of or affecting real or personal 
property, except charges and directions for 
payment of debt , is thereby given or made, the 
devise, bequest or other disposition or appointment 
is; void so far only as it concerns the person so 
signing, or the wife or the husband or a person 
claiming under any of thri; but the will is not 

2invalid for that reason. 

The only other provisions as to form relate to holograph wills. 

Since the introduction of "An Act relctting to Wills" in Manitoba 
in 1871 provision has been made for an informal or holograph 
will. 23 Such a will is currently permitted by virtue of section 

7 of the Manitoba Act: 

A person may make a valid will wholly in his own 
handwriting and signature without formality and 
w:i.thou~ the p~isence attestation,, or signature, 
by a witness. 

IV. I'lROBLEMS WITH THE EXIS'.J;'ING PROVISIONS 

Generally t'.he formalities ol: "The Wills Act" of Manitoba, 
as described above, are similar to those in force in most 

25common law jurisdictions. In Manitoba, as in other areas, 

literal compliance with the formalities is mandatory. That is, 

the slightest defect as to form invalidates the will. This 
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formalistic approach has created a body of harsh and often 

inconsistent case law. 26 An examination of those cases 

illustrates the problem. 

(a) Formal Wills 

1\n area where inequitable decisions are prevalent 

is that pez:taining iothe provision that the~ testator make or 

acknowledgt~ his signature in the presence of two witnesses 

who are pn~sent at the same time. 

27Inthe 1954 0ntario• case o f Re Brown, t he test a t rix• 

signed her will in an upper room in the presence of a Mrs. 

Viccars, who then subscribed the will as cl witness. The 

two then went downstairs and joined a Mrs. Moon. The testa

trix informed Mrs . Moon that she had made a will and both she 

and Mrs. Viccars acknowledged their respec:tive signatures. 

Mrs. Moon then subscribed as a witness. '!'here was no question 

in this case that the testatrix intended this document to be 

her will. There was no evidence of fraud or undue influence. 

Yet on a strict i nterpretation of the formalities, the will 
was held invalid . For the will to be valid, Mrs . Viccars 
should have signed after the acknowledgment by the testatrix to 

both witnesses. The decision is clearly c:orrect in law . The 

principle had been well established through a line of cases, 
. 28 . d h h 29namel y Moore v . King , Hin mars v. C arlton, Rose v. 

30 31
Bouck, RE! Davies and has been followed in Re Groffman 32 

33and Re Coll.ing . However, it is submitted , the result in 

these cases is inequitable in that the intent of the testator 

is defeated by a technical defect . This inequity has been 

perceived amd expressed by many of the judges who have 
decided theise cases. 

In Rose v. Bouck the decision was reached "very 
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34reluctamtly" . In Hi ndmarsh v. Charlton, Lord Cranworth 

stated that he had "a sort of personal feeling of regret" 
that the will could not be sustained. 35 And in Re Davi e s, 

Morris J. stated "I am compelled to deicide the case in 
accordance with law, even though my deicision has the effect 

36of defHating the purpose and intention of the testatrix 11 
• 

Strict adherence to other provisions as to formality 

produc1~s equally inequitable results: for example, wills 

which must be declared invalid becauSE? a testator37 or witness38 

has imidvertently forgotten to sign, or wills which are invali d 
39becaus1~ the testator is too sick to s i gn or too sick to 

turn h.i.s head and watch the witnesses sign. 4o 

Because of the unfortunate icesults of technical 

defects, the courts have emp loyed var:i.ous confusing distinc
tions to avoid inequitable decisions. The most glaring 
illustration of this is in the cases which have attempted to 

determine if a will has been signed "at its end" as is provided 

in the statutes. This provision was originally introduced in 
41the 1837 Wills Act. However it was so strictly interpreted 

42that an amendment was introduced in England i n 1852. This 
amendment, now adopted in most jurisdictions including Mani

toba, 43 allows a more liberal definition of "at its end". 

Yet even with relaxation of the provision, the 

difficulties have persis ted . The English reports ar e replete 
with cases attempting to explain the provisions, many of which 

44 seem contradictor y or confusing. For example in the cases 
45 46of Re Ho rnby and Re Roberts signatures in the middle of 

the paige were sufficient to validate the whole will including 
41 48the portions below. Yet in Re Stalman and Re Bercovitz 

signatures at the top were not sufficient to validate the 
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n documents. In Canada, in the case of Re walsh49 a signature 

at >eginning wasthe I: • • accept e d but in• Re, Wright• 5Oa simi• • l ar 

s , signature at the top was rejected . 

51ect In Manitoba in the case of Re· Ta chi bana, a holo
36 graph will signed at the beginning both in time and placement 

was held valid based on the premise that the "at end" require

mality ments weire inapplicable to holograph·wills. 

.s 
.,itness38 All of the above cases are distinguishable in form 

i nvalid but the testator's intention in all the cases was clear. 

:o The varied results are not justii;ied. Some are not tech-
nically correct in law but appear to be attempts on the part 

of the j1udiciary to give effect to the obvious intentions 

:11 of t he testator . 

tine-

Similar problems are encountered i n the cases 

ad to relating· to "envelope" signatures. In the recent case of 
52

provided Re Beadle, Mrs . Beadle , after dictat ing the contents and 

ced in making t.he statement "this i s j ust what I wanted", signed the 

preted right hand corner of the document and t hen signed the envelope . 

This Both sig·natures were i nsufficient. Fol lowing the Re Bean53 

Mani- case , the envelope signature was of no help since it was 

meant to identify the envelope and cont,ents as belonging to'" . 
the testatrix but not to authenticate the will inside the 

l • f • 5,4 55enve ope. Yet in the cases o Re Mann and Re Wagner 

:eplete similar envelope signatures were sufficient as they were 

,f which intended to authenticate the will . 

cases 

e of All of the above described cases illustrate that a 

:luding wide range of technical distinctions has arisen as a result 

itz
48 of the judiciary ' s attempt to avoid the inequitable results 

che 
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of a defect as to formalities. These distinctions made the 

law .in this area difficult to i nterpret, 

Even more difficult cases arise where the courts 

have created exceptions to general p robate principles . In 
56the Manitoba case of Re Thorleifson ,, a husband and wife in 

executing mutual wills signed the wrong documents. The court, 

in o:rder to remedy the defect, allowed alteration of the will 

in tlhe form of substitution of the c:orrect words . Although 
the :result is clearly beneficial, it casts uncertainty into 

prob.ate law. Previous case law had always mai n t ained that the 

Court of Probate ' s jurisdiction did not extend to addition or 
57 substitution of words . This case suggests that there is an 

exception to this principle. The uncertainty and difficulties 

created are not limited to execution of formal wills. A 

similar problem has arisen regardin9 holograph wills . 

(b) Holograph Wills 

As previously described, provision is made in Manitoba 

as W◄:!ll as Alberta, Saskatchewan, Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, 

Newfoundland and the Territories58 f or an i nformal or holograph 

will. The only executi on requirement of these special wills 

is that they be "wholly in the handwriting of the testator 

and signed by him. 1159 

The difficulty with these provisions is due t o the 

introduction of standard wills forms. These printed forms, 

available in most stationery departments,set out i n typing or 

scroll the basic provisions of a will which can be completed 

by filling in the blanks. Although there is provision in 

the :form for attest ation, cases have arisen where the forms 

have been completed but not witnesse!d. In such circumstances 
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they cannot be admitted as formal wills. Problems have arisen 

over the interpretation of the words "wholly in the handwriting 

of the testator" when the courts have attempted to admit them 

as holograph wills. 

In Canada, there are two lim:!s of cases dealing with 

this• ques ion. Tes ric ine is se ou in Re Rigden ant. h t • t 1 • • t t • • 6 0 d 
61

Re Griffiths. In these cases the word "wholly" is given 
its plain and unambiguous meaning and the wills are rejected 
however unjust, arbitrary or inconvenient the result may be. 62 

63On the l:>ther hand there is a line of cases - Re Ford, Re 
64 • 65

Laver, Re Austin and t he 1979 Manito• b a Court o f .1-'.ppea1 

decisioin in Re Phi lip
66 wherein such standard form wills 

have be◄:!n held valid. These decisions interpret the printed 

portions of the will to be superfluous , not intended to be 
adopted by the testator as part of the will. The difficulty 

with th1?se cases is that the Re Ford line of decisions67 

creates doubt once again surrounding some general probate 
• • 'L 68princip. es. 

Furthermore it is very difficult to distinguish 

between the two lines of cases, and it is difficult to ascer
tain which line will be followed. This is well illustrated 

69 7in the icecent cases of Re Short t and Re Forest. o In both 

cases the testator's intention that the document constitute 

a will was clear. In both cases the documents were completed 
in virtually identical fashion. Yet the court in Re Shortt 

allowed the will into probate, while ini Re Forest the will 
was held invalid. The law in this area1 is therefore very 

uncertain, 

(c) Alteration and Revocation 

Problems extend also to the requirements for 
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alteration and revocation. The alteration requirements which 

provide that changes must be executed in similar ·fashion to 

the will have created some difficulty . This is illustrated 
71 72in caLses such as Re Mcvay and Re Garton where the inten-

tions: of the testator are clear but absence of a witness has 

made the attempted change ineffective. Fur thermore there is 

difficulty with revocation by physical act in interpreting 

which acts are sufficient to fall within the terms of the 
73statute. 

(d) Attesting Witnesses 

A further s e cti on, in force in Manitoba and other 

common law jurisdictions, which has created difficulties i s 

that dealing with attesting witnesses. 74 The difficulty 

encou~tered is due to the fact that once a beneficiary acts as 

a witness , although he is competent to prove the will, his 

gift is void automatically , regardless of circumstances. This 

equally applies for a person who signs for the testator . Thus, 
75 . 76unf ort unat e cases such as Re Brush , Re Cumming , Whittingham 

v . Crease & Company 
11 and Ross v . Caunters 78 have arisen. In 

these, cases beneficiaries or their spouses have by accident acted 

as witnesses and despite the fact that there was no evidence of 

influence or fraud, substantial gifts to the parties became void . 

All of the cases examined :above illustrate the 

di fficulty that curr~ntly surrounds c::ompliance with the 

fo rmalities of "The Wills Act ". The irony of this is that 
these formalities wer e introduced to ensure that a document 

purporting to be a val id will truly cembodied the final 

intentions of the testator. Yet the cases have indicated that 

strict adherence to these formalities can, in fact, result in 

defeating the true intentions o f the testator. 
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It has been argue d that the above described diffi
culties are not of sufficient significance to merit any 

79legislative alteration . This argument is particularly 

applicalble to Manitoba . The Manitoba ireported cases in this 

area have been few and in those which have arisen the courts 

have apparently avoided any harsh resu1ts. 80 However, it is 

submitb3d, there is still sufficient reason to amend the law 
in Manitoba. 

Here, as in other jurisdictions structured upon 

private ownership of property, the ability to devise and 

bequeath is an important righ t exerciseid by a broad range 

of the populace . A legal system which recognizes this power 

to deteirm.ine successors in ownership should , as far as possible, 

ensure that an intentional. exercise of the power obtains legal 
81recognH:.ion . Alt hough so far the Manitoba courts have 

general1y avoided defeating a testator "s intention , circum

stances may arise , as the cases have demonstrated , where this 

will be impossible . There is no nee d to await such an ine

quitablia situation , Even if the number of cases involved are 

minimal, any improvement in the law that can be made to avoid 

such a problem and protect a testator'n i ntent ion should 

be instituted. In addition such an improvement would also 

remove t he necessity for technical distinctions and reduce 

the unc13rtainty which currently exists. 

V. UNI!~ORM PROBATE CODE APPROACH 

In the United States the approach of reducing the 
Wills Act formalities was adopted in the Uniform Probate Code 

(UI'C) o:E 1969 . The Code requin=s only bare essentials for 
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the proper execution of a formal will. The will must be in 

writi ng, signed by the testator or by some other person in 
the testator ' s presence and by his direction , and signed by 

two witnesses who witness either t he signing or t he acknowledg

ment of the s i gnature or wi l l. 82 

For hol ograph wills only t he mater ial provisi ons 

need be in the handwriting o f the te:sta tor. Furthermor e , 
83the attes t i ng witnesses pr-ovision is eli minated. 

This approach does eliminate some of the d i f ficul t i es 
84 currently encounte red . That is , the Re Brown line of cases 

relating t o " in the presence of both witnesses" woul d be 
85 86i napplicable . Similarl y the Re Beadle , Re St alman cases 

that deal with signatures "at the end" woul d no longer pose 
a difficul ty . However, it is submitted , the UI'C approach is 

not the optimal solution for two reasons . 

Fi rst, circumstances can still be envisioned where 
strict adherence to even these minimal formalities would 
defea.t the testator's intention. For example, if a witness 

or a testator forgets to sign the will , t he new provisions 
would be of no assistance. Even with the minimum requirements , 

frustration of a testator's intention on a technical basis 

is still possible. 

There is a second difficulty wi t h this approach . 

Neith,er reduction nor elimination of the formalities is an 
advisable approach because "The Wills Act" formalities serve 

a valid function in probate law and practice. 
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in VI. FUNCTIONS OF THE FORMALITI ES 

n 

by The four basic functions of "'.rhe Wills Act" forma
1wledg- lities w,ere first identified by Prof. John Langbein in his 

article ,on the subject. These four he defines as the protective, 

evidenti.ary, cautionary and channelling functions. 87 

IS 

(a) Prote ctive function 

:ulties The protective function was of primary importance 
841es historically when the formalities were first introduced. The 

formalities were designed to protect the testator from undue 

1ses influenc,3 or fraudulent activities surro unding the making 

)Se of his will. Towards this goal, the requirement of a 

1 is signatur13 "at the end" prevents subsequemt interpolations .. 

The provision that a testator sign in the presence of wit

nesses, present at the same time, prevents a witness or a 

11ere third pairty from compelling or influencing the testator ' s 

actions. Similarly the maintenance of the competency provisions 

for a wH:ness surrounds the tes tator with disinterested parties 

!1S unmotiva11:ed to procure a 88" spurious will by dishonest methods 11 
• 

aments, Furthermore, requiring attestation and i:mbscription in the 

is "presencE3" of the testator prevents the witnesses from sub

stitutin9 some other paper for the will. 

Holograph wills serve this fun.ction to the extent 

h. that the requirement as to the testator's handwriting and 

an signaturE! prevent substitution or interpolation. Such wills 

,erve however a.re not designed to prevent undU1e influence or force. 
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This is because the protective func1t:ion is no longer seen as 

a primary purpose behind the formalities. This is attri

butable to the fact that , despite the theory, the formalities 

do not, in reality, exercise this f1L1nction well. As pointed 

out by l'rof. Langbein, the formalities are inadequate to 

protect a testator from determined ◄:=rooks. Secondly , the 

formalities do more harm than good :in voiding wills for 

harmless violations. Thirdly, the fo rmalities are not 

needed for this purpose since fraud and influence can be 

proved in other ways notwithstandin◄,1 valid execution . Thus 
89the protective function was of most importance historically. 

(b) Evidentiary function 

A much more important function the formalities 

serve is the evidentiary one. Sinc,e courts "are remote from 

the actual .. . occurrences1190 which claimants rely on to 

establish their interests, it is necessary that they be 

provided with sufficient evidence of the event . 

Reliable and permanent evidence of intention, 

genu1ineness and clarity of terms is ensured by "The Wills 

Act" formalities. Writing is permanent evidence which can 

be presented to a court at a later date. Signature at the end 

ass\llres the court of the authenticity of the whole document. 

The requirements as to witnesses provide the court with 

parties who can give evidence to prove the will. By their 

being disinterested, the evidence of the witnesses is not 

self-serving. The testator signing or acknowledging in the 

witnesses' presence provides evidence of intent. And attes-

tation and subscription give verification of their role . With • 

holograph wills, the evi dence function is also well served. 

The requirement of "wholly in the handwriting of the testator" 

provides evidence of genuineness and intention , with verifi

cation of the handwriting substituting for attestation. 91 
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,n as 
The formali ties t herefore pr,ovide the courts with 

.ities substant ial evidence of the validi ty of a given doc ument . 

.nted With little or no formality requirements, the task of "proving" 

a will would be substantially more difficul t. 

(c) Cautionary function 

The third function of the provisions is the "cau

rhus tionary " one. For a wi ll to be val id .it must be established 
89

:illy. that a testator intended his words to lbe legally operative . 

It must be clear that the finality and solemnity of the 

occasion were impressed upon the testator . This function is 

served by "The wills Act" formalities . Writing is more final 

s than oral declarations in the sense of the expression that 

from "talk is cheap". Signature in our society is a sign of final 

to authorization. Most people will not lightly sign a document 

entitled "last will and testament". All the witnessing 

provisions - presence, attestation and subscription - make 
the entire process very ceremonial, impressing upon the 

testator the importance of his actions . 

ls 

can With holograph wills the cautionary function is 

the end 

111\ent. 

only served through writing and signature ; the rest must be 
92gathered from the terms and wording of the docurnent. 

(d) Channelling function 
1eir 

1ot 

1 the 

:lttes-
a. With 

The last function served by the formalities is the 

channelling one. "The Will s Act" forrn.alities make the 

probate of wills a substantially more uniform and routine 

procedure. For probat e courts, since wills all take basically 
rved. a similar form, the proba te proce s s calll be executed wi th 
estator" 

erifi-
91 

speed and effici ency. For estates of .large or small size , 

the procedure can be compl e ted with litt le expense or 

difficulty . 
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For individuals making their wills the process is 

benefic=ial in that they are provided with guidelines. The •Iformalities help a part y to channel his thoughts, so that 
his intention can be communicated to atnd executed by the 

93courts .. This channelling function, like the others, is 
very important. The above-described £:unctions are performed 

in similar fashion by the fo rmalities surrounding alteration 

.and revocation. 94 

The Commission, therefore, is of the opinion that 

"The W;tlls Act" formalities serve valid purposes in probate 
law and that reduc tion or elimination of the formalities i s 

not an advisable solution . Furthermoz:e, it i s not the 
formalities which create the current difficulties but rather 

the approach taken to them. 

VII. REMEDIAL PROVISIONS 

(a)· Neied for remedial provisions 

As previously described, the current approach to 
the formalities is that of literal compliance. "The most 

minute defect in formal compliance is held to void the will, 

no matter how abundant the evidence that the defect was 

"9 5 inconse:quential. It is s ubrni'tted that it is this insistent 

formalism which creates the current difficulties and which 
should be altered. 

If the primary object of the courts is to recognize 

the tes1tator ' s intention then the "requirements of execution 

which concern only the form of the transfer ... seem jus
96tifiable only as implements for its accompl ishment ... 11 

• 

These requirements should not be seen as goals. To this end 
the courts should be empowered to " remedy" a defect of f orm 

where necessary. 
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is Prof. Langbein recommended suc:h a remedial provision 

1e which he called a "substantial complianc:e" or "harmless error" 
~ 97 

t doctrine. The essential concept is the same. That is, the' 
finding of a formal or execution defect would not lead to.' 

3 automatic:: invalidation of the will. Rather the proponents 

nned of the document would be given the opportunity to establish 
98tion that the defect is a harmless one. This would entail 

satisfying the court that, despite the <llefect , the document 

represen1ts the intent of the testator anid satisfies the 

hat purposes of "The Wills Act". For once the intent of the 

ate testator is established, and the purposeis "are proved to have 

is been served, literal compliance with the, formalities is no 
99longer nE!cessary". In effect a functional analysis would be 

ther allowed. Therefore the presumption of invalidity surrounding 

defective! execution would be changed fro,m a conclusive to a 

rebuttable one. It is submitted that introduction of such a 

remedial provision would alleviate the d.ifficulties that 
currently exist. 

Applying the doctrine to some of the cases previously 
discussed illustrates its usefulness. In the Re Brown lineto 

t of cases,,lOO the error in not acknowledging the signature 

in the presence of both witnesses automatically made the willill, 
invalid. If a r emedial provision had been in existence the 

proponents would have had an opportunity to defeat this preistent 
sumption of invalidity. It would have been open to them toch 
establish that the document reflected the testator's intent 

and no undue influence or fraud had been present, despite 
the defect.gnize 

tion 

us- Similarly in the Re Beadle cas,e, the judge stated
1 

" 96 that he was satisfied the document reflect e d the testator's 
I

end i • 

orm 
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intent and no fraudulent interpolaLtion had occurred . A 

remedial provision would have give,n him the ability to 

dec:lare the will valid despite ·the, defect in signature 

pla.cement. 

If applied to the cases dealing with stationery 

forms of wills, the doctrine would. all ow the courts to over

come the strict interpretation of the "wholly in the testator's 
handwriting" provision. 

Similarly, if the remedial provision were applied, 
thE! beneficiary who inadvertently witnessed a will would no 

longer automatically lose his gift. Rather it would be open 

to him to establish that despite his acting as a witness, 

no undue influence had been employed. 

The provision would be equally applicable to defects 

in the formalities of revocation or alteration. 

I t is submitted that such a remedial provision 

would alleviate current difficulties and contain sufficient 

flexibility to meet future problems in this area. 

(b) Objections to remedial provisions 

Such a doctrine has been raised in various juris

dictions and has been subject to only minimal objection. 101 

Theise objections, however, should be considered. 

It is argued that introduction of such a provision 

would discourage the use of the proper formalities thereby 

impairing performance of all the valuable functions. It 

is submitted that this argument is flawed. The provision 
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recommended is a remedial provision. It will be used only 
at final stages to save a will which is defectively executed, 

revoked or altered. The doctrine is not. applicable at initial 

stages of execution. Reliance on it at that stage would mean 
subjecting an estate to needless litigation . A remedial 

ry provision should not discourage or in any way affect the 

:>ver use of formalities. 102 

stator's 
A related argument raised against the doctrine is 

that its introduction would vastly incr«:lase the volume of 

lied, probate litigation. 103 The increase wo,~ld be attributable 

d no to proponents bringing forth various informal documents which 
currently would not be raised because o:f defective execution.open 
This argument is not necessarily suppor1table. For instances' 
a remedial provision would still requin:l that the purposes 

of the formalities be met. There must be reliable evidence 
that the document is genuine and consti1tutes the final intentdefects 
of the testator, free from imposition, undue influence or fraud. 

Cases will not likely reach the courts un less there is some 

n possibility of establishing these factoic-s. If such a possi
bility exists then in the interests of :fulfilling the testator'si ent 
intention the extra litigation or delayis incurred would be 
justifiable. 

secondly, any potential incre.ase would most likely 
be offset by a decrease in other forms c:,f probate litigation.ris-

101 It will no longer be beneficial for parties to challenge 
a will strictly on the basis of a technical objection. Thus 

it is possible a reduction not an incre,ase of litigation 
would ocicur. l04 Finally, experie!lce in jurisdictions which 

eby have implemented such a provision does inot support the vali
dity of the objection. In Israel , wher,e such a provision has 

ision 

t 

on been in force for 15 years, no increase in litigation has been 
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obsE~rved. 105 In South Australia, where a r emedial amendment 

was introduced in 1975, there has been no marked increase in 

litigation. In fact i n the five YE!ars of the doctrine's 
106statutory existence only one case has been reported. 

In total , it is submitted, the objections to the 

provision are not of sufficient weight to merit re j ection of 

the doctrine. The Commission has c:oncluded that introduction 

of such a provision into Manitoba constitutes the optimal 

solution to the formality problems .. 

(c) Scope of re~edial provisions 

The more difficult question than the advisability 

o f the doctrine in general is the problem of defining the 

scope of the provision. 

Two jurisdictions have introduced a general remedial 

doctrine in their Wills Act. Two c:>ther jurisdictions have 
recommended introduction of such a provision. In all four 

areas the form of the provision has varied in terms of the 

limitations placed on the parti c ular sections. The three main 
for.ms of limitation appear to be a higher standard of proof, 

thr,eshold requirements or attempted execution. 

i) Queensland 

Of the four provisions, the one which can best be 

called a "substantial compliance" doctrine is the, provision 

drafted for institution in the Queensland jurisdiction of 

Australia. This provision reads a:; follows: 

The Court may admit to probate a testamentary instrument 
executed in substant ial compliance with the formalities 
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prescribed by this section if the Court is satisfied 
that the instrument expresses the tE~stamentary inten
tion of the testator; . ...107 

The wording of this section indicates thE~ limitation in the 

approach of the Queensland provision. That is, the section 

is only applicable where there has been an attempt to execute 

according to prescribed formalities which has failed. This 

is a strict embodiment of the doctrine piroposed by Prof. 

Langbein. 108 Such an enactment is beneficial in that it 

covers most of the problems currently found. However, it is 

submitted, the limitations of this approach make the provision 
excessively narrow. 

The requirement of attempted execution tends to 

imply that an attempt would have to be made to meet all the 

formalities. That is, the absence of a Jformality, such as 

using only one witness or being too sick to sign, might not 

be able to be corrected through this provision. 

Additionally , the word "substantial" is an ambiguous 

term to employ. Prof . Langbein in his article uses the word 

in the sense of complying in substance aB opposed to form. 109 

However, such wording could be i nterpreted to mean a substan

tial or large amount. Therefore the doctrine might be 

inapplicable to a document which had a major defect such as 
a forgott,en signature or use of only one witness. 110 

It is submitted that this form of provision unneces

sarily limits the potential scope of the remedial doctrine, 
weakening its usefulness. 

ii) British Columbia 

A similar problem is encountereid with the approach 
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rec1::lntly recommended by the Law Reform Commission of British 

Col·umbia. Their p roposal reads as follows: 

The Wills Act be amended to permit t he Supreme Court 
t o a dmit to p robate a document c apable of having 
t estamentary effect notwithstanding that it has not 
bee n executed in compliance with the required 
formalities if: 

(a) the instrument is in writing and s igned by or 
on behalf of the deceased , and 

(b) the court is satisfied that the deceased 
intended the document to have testamentary 
effect. 111 

The approach taken by this proposal i s to reject the concept 

of ,attempted compliance but replacei it with "threshold require

ments" of writing and signature . 

The British Columbia approach is beneficial i n that 

it is broader than the Que ensland approach and i t does cove r 

most o f the difficulties currently encounte red. Yet, circum

stances c an still be envisioned wheire strict adherence to 

even these minimal formalities coul d defeat the testator's 

intEmtion. As Prof . Langbein points out what of the testator 

who is about to sign his will in fI:ont of witnesses, when an 
112"interloper's bullet or a c oronary seizure fells him" . 

The likelihood of such an occurrenc:e is small but the fact 

remains there is no necessity for s:uch limitations to the 

proposed section. In effect such requirements do not conform 

with the functional analysis on which the remedial provision 

is based . For this reason such a limitation is not recommen

dable . 

iii)I Israel 

Two jurisdictions have actually enacted remedial 
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provisions. In Israel such a section was instituted in 1965. 

Section 25 of the Israeli Succession Ace reads in English 
translation as follows : 

Whe.re the court has no doubt as to the genuineness 
of a will, it may grant probate thE!reof notwith
st~nding any defect with regard to the signature 
of the testator or of the witnesseB, the date of 
the will, the procedure set out in sII~ions 20 to 
23 ,or the capacity of the witnessen. 

From the wording of the section the extEmt of the limitations 
imposed is unclear. The scarcity of cases dealing with the 

provi sions, in addition to language and law differences , 
make the section's scope even more difficult to interpret. 114 

However, two main restrictions have been discovered. The 
section is clearly limited through the requirement of a high 
standard of proof. Application of the provision requires 

that the court have "no doubt" as to thE! veracity of the will. 
Addition.ally, recent case law sets out threshold requirements 

of a "te:stator, two witnesses and a document in writing," the 
absence of which cannot be remedied. 115 

Once again, it is submitted, for the reasons 
previously stated, such an approach unne!cessarily limits the 
scope of the remedial provision. 

iv) South Austral ia 

South Australia is the other jjurisdiction which 
has enacted a remedial provision . In 15175 on a recommendation 
of the South Australian Law Reform Commi.ttee116 section 12 of 

the Wills Act was introduced. It reads as follows: 
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A document purport ing to embody the testamentary 
intentions of a deceased persoin shall, notwith
standing that it has not Qeen •=xecuted with the 
formalities required by this A,ct , be deemed to 
be a will of the deceased person if the Supreme 
Court , upon application for arumission of the 
document to probate as the last will of the 
deceased, is satisfied that th•=re can be no 
reasonable doubt that the dece,as117intended the 
document to constitute his will. 

As the wording of the section illustrates the South 
Australian approach is the widest i1r1 s cope of all the remedial 

provisions in this area. The section does not provide for 

any threshold requirements or any n-aed t o establish attempted 

compliance. The only limitation is a higher standard of proof -

proof beyond a reasonable doubt. 

It is submitted that this wide approach adopted in 

South Australia is the one which best achieves the goal of 
the remedial provision. By placing no limitation on the 

doctrine's application, it empowers a court to overcome any 

technical defect or absence of form;3.lity in giving effect to 

the testator's intention . 

The advisability of this ;approach can be detailed 

as follows. It is futile to try to foresee every type of 

mistake and every type of formality that testators might 

employ in the making of a will. Thea variety of human beings 

and their transactions is too great. The provision instituted 

should be broad enough to encompass all such possibilities. 

Limitations only weaken the provision's abili ty to do so . 

The only control necessary on such .a remedi al provision is 
118already provided for in the wisdom c:,f the courts. The 

judiciary has had no diffi culty in discerning a testator's 

intention i n the past despite de fects of form. And once the 
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court is satisfied of that intent there is no reason to 

place any technical limitation on the court's ability to 

admit that document to probate. 

The criticisms addressed to such a wide provision 

are simply re-statements of the objections to a remedial 

provision in general. That is, the wide!r the provision, 

the greater the opportunity for undermining the formalities 

and thei.r purposes and increased litigation. The same argu

ments raised before must be repeated. ~~he provision is 

remedial ; it will not affect initial exe!cution . Requiring 

that the docume nt embody the "testamentc1ry intentions" of 

the testator implies that the purposes of the formalities must 

be met. There must be sufficient evidence to establish 

genuinen,ess, final ity of intent, absence! of fraud and undue 

influenc,e. Furt hermore, regarding the question of increased 

litigati,::m, as previously described, there has been only one 

case in South Australia on this section since its enactment. 

119 · In that case, Re Graham, the testatrix executed 

her will and gave it to her nephew instructing him to have it 

"witnessed". The nephew took the will to two neighbours who 

signed the document as witnesses . Jacolbs J., in hearing the 

case hac1l not the "slightest doubt that the deceased intended 
120the document ... to constitute her will11 Therefore,• 

by applying section 12 he was able to admit the will to 

probate despite the defect . This case illustrates the 

effective application of the South Australian provision and 

its uniqueness indicates the fears of eixcessive litigation 
are not supportable. 

VIII .PROPOSAL FOR MANITOBA 

In total, it is submitted that the wide approach 
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to the remedial provision taken in South Australia is the 

optimal approach for such a sect ion . The introduction of 

limitations defeats the purpose of the provision without 
serving any necessary f unction . Therefore , the majority 
of the Commission recommends tha t th,e remedial provision 

intro,duced in Manitoba should take this wide approach so as 
best to encompass all present and potential difficulties. 
Howev-er, if such a provision_is instituted in Manitoba, some 

qualificat ions to the section would be necessary. 

The first qualification relates to the question 
of the standard of proof to be employed. The standard of 
proof' used generally in probate matt ers is the normal ci vil 
stanalard of "balance of probabiliti es" or "preponderance of 

evide,nce". This standard requires that one must adduce 
evide,nce which is capable of showing a greater probability 
of vatlidity than the contrary. 121 

However, in the South Australian r emedial section, 
the c:ourt must be satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt about 
the testator ' s intention. This is the standard of proof 
empla,yed in criminal actions. I t requires adducing evi dence 

which is capable of compelling practical certainty of a state 
122of fatcts . It is submitted that, unlike the South Australian 

section, the Manitoba provisi on should employ the normal 

civil standard of proof on the balan,ce of probabilities . 

This conclusion is based on the following factors. 

First, in line with the pr,eceding arguments, 
limitations on the doctrine's applic,ation are unnecessary . 

Secondly, as previously described, the civil standard of 
proof is employed in other areas of probate law. Intro

duction of a different standard only creates inconsistency 

in the probate process. Thirdly, th,:'! civil standard serves 
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its func:tion well. The proof required is an establishment 

of a preiponderance of evidence to show that a conclusion 
123sought is the most probable view of the facts . This 

does not entail just a mechanical weighi ng of probabilities. 

Rather it necessaril y i nvolves a careful consideration of 
124the poss ibilities in the context of the factors of the case. 

Addition.ally, in the area of execution of wills, any curious 

circumstances will give rise to the "doctrine of suspicion". 

This doctri ne casts an additional burden on the propounders 
125of the will t o r emove the suspi cion by affirmative evidence . 

Given this protection and all of the above factors, 

the Commission recommends that the norm~tl civil standard of 

proof be employed in the remedial section. 

With removal of the reasonable! doubt standard a 

second qualification to the section is necessary. It is 

submitted that the wording" . . . if the Supreme Court . 

is satisfied..." would no longer be appropriate . The 

difficulty with such wording is that it connotes subjective 

analysis by the judiciary and it does not emphasize an 

objectivE= examination of the sufficiency of the evidence. 

The exact. level of proof required to "sa tisfy" a judge would 

be uncl ear and perhaps s ubject to variation . This would 

create uncertainty surrounding the remedial provision. 

Additionally , the subjective element of such terminology 

would create difficulty in appealing theise decisions. 

The Commission therefore recommends that the wording 

of the piroposed Manitoba provision be similar to that adopted 

in South Australia but be amended to reatd " be deemed 

to be a will of the deceased p·erson if it is proved upon 
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application for admission of the document to probate as the 

last. will of the deceased, that the deceased intended the 

document to constitute his will" . We believe that this 

wordling creates a much more objective standard for both 

certainty and appeal purposes . 

The third qualification to the remedial provision 

reca,mrnended for Manitoba is that it should be very clearly 

wordled to encompass revocation and alteration defects as well 

as those of execution. 

With regard to the provision relating to 

atteisting witnesses, the Commission recommends that a separate 

section be introduced to extend the doctrine to this area. 

In this regard, Ontario has recently introduced a provision 

whic:h accomplishes this goal. Section 12(3) of "The Succession 

Law Reform Act" reads as follows : 

Notwithstanding anything in this section,where a 
surrogate court is satisfied that neither the 
person so attesting or signing for the testator 
nor the spouse exercised any.•improper;_-or ,undue 
influence upon the testator, the devise,bequest 120 or other disposition or appointment is not void. 

It is submitted that this section successfully 

embodies the necessary approach to these.provisions. 

The only necessary qualification to this section is in relation 

to the wording "a surrogate court is satisfied". Once again, 

substitution of the phrase "it is proved" would make the 

section more satisfactory. Other than this alteration, the 

Comnnission recommends that the Manitoba section be similar to 

the Ontario provision. 
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For ease of reference, the Commission's recommendations 
can be summarized as follows : 

l. A remedial provi sion should be introduced 
in "The Wills Act" allowing the, probate 
courts in Manitoba to admit a document to 
probate despite a defect in form, if it is 
proved on the balance of probabilities, 
that the document embodies the testamentary 
intent of the deceased person. 

2. The provision shoul d be worded so as to 
apply to defects in execution, alteration 
and revocation . 

3. A further section should be enacted to allow the 
probate court to save a gift to a beneficiary 
who has signed for the testator or as a witness 
to a will, where the court is s:atisfied that 
no improper or undue influence wa$ emplofed. 

This is a report pursuant to section 5(2) of "The 

Law Reform Commission Act", signed this 8th day of September 
1980. 

d H.C. Edwards, Chairman 

PatrM.~ Commissioner 

Da~4~sioner 

A . ~~oil, 

n Scott, Commissioner 
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	I. INTRODUCTION 
	In order for a testamentary transaction to constitute 
	a valid will in Manitoba, it must be executed according to the 1
	formalities prescribed by "The Wills Act" of Manitoba. Similctrly, revocation of and alterations to wills must be • 'f' 2
	perf ormed 1.n a speci 1.c manner. 
	This paper examines these formalities of "The Wills Act", the difficulties in their opera.tion and some possible reforms which could alleviate the problems. 
	II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE FORMALITIES 
	The right to dispose of property at the time of 3
	death was recognized in many early ci.vilizations. In the pre-Nc,rman period in England such a process existed but no pa:r;:tic:ular form appeared to be required. The first introduction of formality into the English wills process came with the enactment of the Wills Act, 1540. This Act, which allowed for a will of lands, required that such a transaction be "in 
	4 

	5
	In the 1600s this very limited provision, which
	writinig
	11 

	• 
	applie,d only to lands, proved to be insufficient to evidence 
	wills. Additionally,even greater difficulty surrounded wills 6
	of personalty which had no requirement as to form. As a result, cases such as Cole v. Mordaunt demonstrated the susceptibility of the process to fraudulent practices. 
	7 

	The result of these difficulties was the introduction of the, Statute of Frauds provisions regarding the execution, revocaLtion and alteration of wills. For wills of personalty the re,quirements surrounding oral wills were made more string'ent. Written wills of personalty required no particular formal.ities. For wills of land, however, more stringent 
	8 

	requirements were introduced. Such will s were to be: 
	in writing, and signed by thei party so devising the same, or by some other person in his presence and by his express directions, and shall be attested and
	~titute 

	to the 
	subscribed in the presence of the siaid devisor by thn?e or four credible witnesses, or else they shall 
	9
	be utterly void.... 
	The Act also introduced formalities for revocation and alteration of wills of land and personalty. 
	10 

	ills 
	ble 
	These formalities remained in force, relatively unaltered!, for the next 160 years. The only change came with the introduction of the statute 25 Geo. II ch. 6, s. 1. This related to the interpretation of the words "three or four credible witnesses". At that time, the law of evidence 
	f 
	provided that beneficiaries who acted as witnesses to the 
	e 
	will were incompetent to prove the will by virtue of their 
	no 
	interest. Therefore entire wills were b,eing declared void 
	ro
	due to one or more of the witnesses bein,g a beneficiary.
	with This was found to be excessively harsh and the above statute
	Uowed was enacted to remedy the defect. It provided that, in such
	"in circumstances, the beneficiary's gift would be declared void,
	ich 
	11
	but he would be competent to prove the will. 
	ence 
	wills In the years following the introduction of the 
	a 
	Statute o Jf Frauds substantial difficulty was encountered due 
	sus
	sus
	sus
	-


	to the various formalities being used in wills. Complex rules regarding different procedures for different assets were developed and many estates were thrown into litigation.
	duction As a resul t it was recommended that uniform, simplified
	tion, formalities be introduced to alleviate the problems being
	alty 
	alty 
	12

	encountered. 
	icular 
	icular 
	In response the English Wills Act of 1837 was 13

	introduced. Under this statute the, distinction between real and personal property was eliminiated. The formaliti es of the! Statute of Frauds, with some revision, were introduced as the! only requirements as to form necessary for proper 
	14
	14

	execution, alteration or revocation of all wills. 
	It is these 1837 Wills Act pr ovisi ons whi ch have formed tbe basis for wills act formalit·ies in most common 
	law jurisdictions, including Manitoba on• its entry into federation in 1870. The pr ovisions, with l i ttle variation, were later formally adopted i n 1 882, and despite some simpl ification through adoption 
	15 

	Sect
	Figure

	.F. of the Uniform Law Conference Model Wills ,llct in 1964, the 
	16 

	formalities have remained in substance to 1t:his day. 
	III. CURREN·T FORMALITY PROVISIONS 
	The requirements for execution o:f a formal will in Manitoba ar,e as follows : 
	17
	17

	A will is vali d only when it is in writing. 
	• ,:1 will is not valid unless, 
	• ,:1 will is not valid unless, 

	(a) a1t: its end it is signed by the tE!stator or by The some o1t:her person in his presence and by his 
	in •
	direction; Man: 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	the testator makes or acknowledgeis .the signature in the presence of two or more witnesses present at the same time; and 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	two or more of the witnesses atte•st and 


	18
	18

	subscribe the will in the presence of the testator. 
	The methods of revocation are set out in section 16: 
	m :ies >duced 
	m :ies >duced 
	C' 
	:m 
	federation :1.ter formally llgh adoption the 
	6 

	1 in 
	-4
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	A will or part of a will is not r,evoked except by 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	the marriage of the testator, 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	a later will valid under this Act; or 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	a later writing declaring an intention to revoke it and made in accordance with the provisions of this Act governing the making of a will; or 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	burning, tearing or otherwisE:! destroying it by the testator or by some pE:!rson in his presence and by his direction with the intention of revoking it.19 



	For alt,eration section 19 (2) applies : 
	An alteration that is made in a w:i.11 after the 
	An alteration that is made in a w:i.11 after the 
	will has been made is validly madE:! when the 
	si,gnature of the testator and sub1;1cription of 
	witnesses to the signature of the testator to the 
	alteration, or, in the case of a will that was 
	made under section 6 or section 7,, the signature 
	of the testator, are or is made, 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	in the margin or in some othE!r part of the will opposite or near to the alteration; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	at the foot or end of, or opposite to, a memorandum referring to the alteration and written in some part of the will. 20 



	The competency of witnesses provisions which were incorporated 
	in the 1837 Wills Act are included in section 13(1) of the 
	Manitob,a statute: 
	Whiere a will is attested by a person to whom or 
	Whiere a will is attested by a person to whom or 
	to whose then wife or husband, a beneficial devise, 
	bequest, or other disposition or a1ppointment of or 
	affecting real or personal property, except charges 
	and directions for payment of debt, is thereby given 
	or made, the devise, bequest, or other disposition 
	or appointment is void so far 0111,, as it concerns 
	thE:! person so , or the wi.fe or the husband 
	attest:.ng

	or a person claiming under any of them; but the person so attesting is a competent witness to prove the exe~ution of the will or its validity or invalidity. l 

	Additionally section 13(3) extends the competency provision to a person signing for a testator: 
	Where a will is signed for the testator by another peirson to whom or to whose then wife or husband, a beneficial devise, bequest, or other disposition or appointment of or affecting real or personal property, except charges and directions for payment of debt, is thereby given or made, the devise, bequest or other disposition or appointment is; void so far only as it concerns the person so signing, or the wife or the husband or a person claiming under any of thri; but the will is not 
	Where a will is signed for the testator by another peirson to whom or to whose then wife or husband, a beneficial devise, bequest, or other disposition or appointment of or affecting real or personal property, except charges and directions for payment of debt, is thereby given or made, the devise, bequest or other disposition or appointment is; void so far only as it concerns the person so signing, or the wife or the husband or a person claiming under any of thri; but the will is not 
	2
	invalid for that reason. 

	The only other provisions as to form relate to holograph wills. Since the introduction of "An Act relctting to Wills" in Manitoba in 1871 provision has been made for an informal or holograph will.Such a will is currently permitted by virtue of section 7 of the Manitoba Act: 
	23 

	A person may make a valid will wholly in his own handwriting and signature without formality and w:i.thou~ the p~isence attestation,, or signature, by a witness. 
	A person may make a valid will wholly in his own handwriting and signature without formality and w:i.thou~ the p~isence attestation,, or signature, by a witness. 

	IV. I'lROBLEMS WITH THE EXIS'.J;'ING PROVISIONS 
	Generally t'.he formalities ol: "The Wills Act" of Manitoba, 
	Generally t'.he formalities ol: "The Wills Act" of Manitoba, 

	as described above, are similar to those in force in most 25
	common law jurisdictions. In Manitoba, as in other areas, literal compliance with the formalities is mandatory. That is, 
	the slightest defect as to form invalidates the will. This 
	to 
	to 
	ills. nitoba ph ection 
	Manitoba, 
	lS, 
	lt is , 
	LS 
	-6
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	formalistic approach has created a body of harsh and often 
	inconsistent case law. An examination of those cases 
	26 

	illustrates the problem. 
	(a) Formal Wills 
	1\n area where inequitable decisions are prevalent is that pez:taining iothe provision that the~ testator make or acknowledgt~ his signature in the presence of two witnesses who are pn~sent at the same time. 
	27
	27

	Inthe 1954 0ntario• case of Re Brown, t he test at rix• signed her will in an upper room in the presence of a Mrs. cl witness. The two then went downstairs and joined a Mrs. Moon. The testatrix informed Mrs . Moon that she had made a will and both she and Mrs. Viccars acknowledged their respec:tive signatures. Mrs. Moon then subscribed as a witness. '!'here was no question in this case that the testatrix intended this document to be her will. There was no evidence of fraud or undue influence. Yet on a stri
	Viccars, who then subscribed the will as 

	principle had been well established through a line of cases, . 28 . d h h 29
	namel y Moore v . King, Hin mars v. C arlton, Rose v. 30 31
	Bouck, RE! Davies and has been followed in Re Groffman33
	32 

	and Re Coll.ing . However, it is submitted, the result in these cases is inequitable in that the intent of the testator is defeated by a technical defect. This inequity has been perceived amd expressed by many of the judges who have decided theise cases. 
	In Rose v. Bouck the decision was reached "very 
	In Rose v. Bouck the decision was reached "very 
	34

	reluctamtly" . In Hi ndmarsh v. Charlton, Lord Cranworth 
	stated that he had "a sort of personal feeling of regret" 
	that the will could not be sustained. And in Re Davies, 
	35 

	Morris J. stated "I am compelled to deicide the case in 
	accordance with law, even though my deicision has the effect 
	36
	36

	of defHating the purpose and intention of the testatrix
	of defHating the purpose and intention of the testatrix
	11 

	• 
	• 

	Strict adherence to other provisions as to formality produc1~s equally inequitable results: for example, wills which must be declared invalid becauSE? a testatoror witnesshas imidvertently forgotten to sign, or wills which are invali d 
	37 
	38 

	39
	39

	becaus1~ the testator is too sick to si gn or too sick to turn h.i.s head and watch the witnesses sign. o 
	4

	Because of the unfortunate icesults of technical defects, the courts have employed var:i.ous confusing distinctions to avoid inequitable decisions. The most glaring illustration of this is in the cases which have attempted to determine if a will has been signed "at its end" as is provided in the statutes. This provision was originally introduced in 
	41
	41

	the 1837 Wills Act. However it was so strictly interpreted 42
	that an amendment was introduced in England i n 1852. This 
	amendment, now adopted in most jurisdictions including Manitoba,allows a more liberal definition of "at its end". 
	43 

	Yet even with relaxation of the provision, the difficulties have persisted. The English reports are replete with cases attempting to explain the provisions, many of which 
	44 
	44 

	seem contradictory or confusing. For example in the cases 45 46
	of Re Hornby and Re Roberts signatures in the middle of the paige were sufficient to validate the whole will including 
	41 48
	41 48

	the portions below. Yet in Re Stalman and Re Bercovitz 
	signatures at the top were not sufficient to validate the 
	n documents. In Canada, in the case of Re walsha signature at >eginning was
	49 

	the I: • • accept ed but in• Re, Wright• Oa simi• • l ar s, signature at the top was rejected. 
	5

	51
	51

	ect In Manitoba in the case of Re· Tachi bana, a holo36 
	graph will signed at the beginning both in time and placement was held valid based on the premise that the "at end" requiremality ments weire inapplicable to holograph·wills. 
	.s 
	.s 
	.

	,itnessAll of the above cases are distinguishable in form invalid but the testator's intention in all the cases was clear. 
	38 

	:o The varied results are not justii;ied. Some are not technically correct in law but appear to be attempts on the part of the j1udiciary to give effect to the obvious intentions 
	-

	:11 of t he testator. 
	tine-Similar problems are encountered i n the cases ad to relating· to "envelope" signatures. In the recent case of 
	52
	52

	provided Re Beadle, Mrs. Beadle, after dictating the contents and ced in making t.he statement "this i s j ust what I wanted", signed the preted right hand corner of the document and t hen signed the envelope. 
	This Both sig·natures were i nsufficient. Fol lowing the Re BeanMani-case , the envelope signature was of no help since it was meant to identify the envelope and cont,ents as belonging to
	53 

	'" . 
	'" . 

	the testatrix but not to authenticate the will inside the l • f • 5,4 55
	enve ope. Yet in the cases o Re Mann and Re Wagner :eplete similar envelope signatures were sufficient as they were ,f which intended to authenticate the will. 
	cases 
	cases 

	e of All of the above described cases illustrate that a :luding wide range of technical distinctions has arisen as a result itzof the judiciary' s attempt to avoid the inequitable results 
	48 

	che 
	che 

	of a defect as to formalities. These distinctions made the 
	law .in this area difficult to i nterpret, 
	law .in this area difficult to i nterpret, 
	Even more difficult cases arise where the courts 

	have created exceptions to general probate principles. In 56
	the Manitoba case of Re Thorleifson ,, a husband and wife in executing mutual wills signed the wrong documents. The court, in o:rder to remedy the defect, allowed alteration of the will 
	in tlhe form of substitution of the c:orrect words. Although 
	in tlhe form of substitution of the c:orrect words. Although 

	the :result is clearly beneficial, it casts uncertainty into prob.ate law. Previous case law had always mai nt ained that the Court of Probate' s jurisdiction did not extend to addition or 
	57 
	57 

	substitution of words. This case suggests that there is an exception to this principle. The uncertainty and difficulties 
	created are not limited to execution of formal wills. A similar problem has arisen regardin9 holograph wills. 
	(b) Holograph Wills 
	(b) Holograph Wills 

	As previously described, provision is made in Manitoba as W◄:!ll as Alberta, Saskatchewan, Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and the Territoriesf or an i nformal or holograph will. The only execution requirement of these special wills is that they be "wholly in the handwriting of the testator and signed by him. 
	58 
	1159 

	The difficulty with these provisions is due t o the introduction of standard wills forms. These printed forms, available in most stationery departments,set out i n typing or scroll the basic provisions of a will which can be completed by filling in the blanks. Although there is provision in the :form for attest ation, cases have arisen where the forms have been completed but not witnesse!d. In such circumstances 
	The difficulty with these provisions is due t o the introduction of standard wills forms. These printed forms, available in most stationery departments,set out i n typing or scroll the basic provisions of a will which can be completed by filling in the blanks. Although there is provision in the :form for attest ation, cases have arisen where the forms have been completed but not witnesse!d. In such circumstances 
	the 

	rts In fe in 
	court, e will ough into hat the :ion or 1 is an .culties 
	A 
	A 
	l Manitoba Brunswick, holograph wills ator 
	to the 
	·orms, 
	rping or ipleted l in 
	forms 
	15tances 
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	they cannot be admitted as formal wills. Problems have arisen over the interpretation of the words "wholly in the handwriting of the testator" when the courts have attempted to admit them as holograph wills. 
	In Canada, there are two lim:!s of cases dealing with this• ques ion. Tes ric ine is se ou in Re Rigden an
	t. h t • t 1 • • t t • • 0 d 
	t. h t • t 1 • • t t • • 0 d 
	6

	61

	Re Griffiths. In these cases the word "wholly" is given its plain and unambiguous meaning and the wills are rejected however unjust, arbitrary or inconvenient the result may be. 
	62 

	63
	63

	On the l:>ther hand there is a line of cases -Re Ford, Re 64 65
	• 

	Laver, Re Austin and t he 1979 Manito• b a Court of .1-'.ppea1 
	decisioin in Re Phi lipwherein such standard form wills have be◄:!n held valid. These decisions interpret the printed portions of the will to be superfluous, not intended to be adopted by the testator as part of the will. The difficulty with th1?se cases is that the Re Ford line of decisionscreates doubt once again surrounding some general probate 
	66 
	67 

	• • 'L 68
	princip. es. 
	Furthermore it is very difficult to distinguish between the two lines of cases, and it is difficult to ascertain which line will be followed. This is well illustrated 
	69 7
	69 7

	in the icecent cases of Re Shortt and Re Forest. o In both 
	cases the testator's intention that the document constitute 
	a will was clear. In both cases the documents were completed 
	in virtually identical fashion. Yet the court in Re Shortt 
	allowed the will into probate, while ini Re Forest the will 
	was held invalid. The law in this area1 is therefore very 
	uncertain, 
	(c) Alteration and Revocation 
	Problems extend also to the requirements for 
	Problems extend also to the requirements for 

	alteration and revocation. The alteration requirements which 
	provide that changes must be executed in similar ·fashion to 
	the will have created some difficulty. This is illustrated 
	71 72
	71 72

	in caLses such as Re Mcvay and Re Garton where the inten
	-

	tions: of the testator are clear but absence of a witness has 
	made the attempted change ineffective. Fur thermore there is 
	difficulty with revocation by physical act in interpreting 
	which acts are sufficient to fall within the terms of the 
	73
	73

	statute. 
	(d) Attesting Witnesses 
	A further se ction, in force in Manitoba and other common law jurisdictions, which has created difficulties i s that dealing with attesting witnesses. The difficulty encou~tered is due to the fact that once a beneficiary acts as a witness, although he is competent to prove the will, his gift is void automatically, regardless of circumstances. This equally applies for a person who signs for the testator. Thus, 
	74 

	75 . 76
	75 . 76

	unort unat e cases such as Re Brush , Re Cumming , Whittingham 
	f 

	v. Crease & Company and Ross v. Cauntershave arisen. In 
	11 
	78 

	these, cases beneficiaries or their spouses have by accident acted as witnesses and despite the fact that there was no evidence of influence or fraud, substantial gifts to the parties became void. 
	All of the cases examined :above illustrate the di fficulty that curr~ntly surrounds c::ompliance with the formalities of "The Wills Act ". The irony of this is that these formalities were introduced to ensure that a document purporting to be a val id will truly cembodied the final intentions of the testator. Yet the cases have indicated that strict adherence to these formalities can, in fact, result in defeating the true intentions of the testator. 
	rhich 
	rhich 
	to :.ed :.enhas ? is 
	-

	:ig 
	her is 
	Lets as 1is This Thus, 
	ttingham 
	ri. In dent acted dence of came void. 
	hat ment 
	.ed that ult in 
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	It has been argued that the above described diffi

	culties are not of sufficient significance to merit any 79
	legislative alteration. This argument is particularly 
	applicalble to Manitoba. The Manitoba ireported cases in this area have been few and in those which have arisen the courts have apparently avoided any harsh resu1ts. However, it is submitb3d, there is still sufficient reason to amend the law 
	80 

	in Manitoba. 
	Here, as in other jurisdictions structured upon private ownership of property, the ability to devise and bequeath is an important right exerciseid by a broad range of the populace. A legal system which recognizes this power to deteirm.ine successors in ownership should, as far as possible, ensure that an intentional. exercise of the power obtains legal 
	81
	81

	recognH:.ion. Alt hough so far the Manitoba courts have general1y avoided defeating a testator"s intention, circumstances may arise , as the cases have demonstrated, where this will be impossible. There is no need to await such an ine
	quitablia situation, Even if the number of cases involved are minimal, any improvement in the law that can be made to avoid 
	such a problem and protect a testator'n i ntent ion should be instituted. In addition such an improvement would also 
	remove t he necessity for technical distinctions and reduce the unc13rtainty which currently exists. 
	V. UNI!~ORM PROBATE CODE APPROACH 
	In the United States the approach of reducing the Wills Act formalities was adopted in the Uniform Probate Code (UI'C) o:E 1969. The Code requin=s only bare essentials for 
	the proper execution of a formal will. The will must be in writi ng, signed by the testator or by some other person in the testator's presence and by his direction, and signed by two witnesses who witness either t he signing or t he acknowledgment of the s i gnature or wil l. 
	82 

	For holograph wills only the material provisions 
	For holograph wills only the material provisions 

	need be in the handwriting o f the te:sta tor. Furthermor e , 83
	the attesting witnesses pr-ovision is eliminated. 
	This approach does eliminate some of the dif ficulti es 84 
	This approach does eliminate some of the dif ficulti es 84 

	currently encountered. That is, the Re Brown line of cases relating t o "in the presence of both witnesses" woul d be 
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	inapplicable. Similarly the Re Beadle, Re Stalman cases that deal with signatures "at the end" woul d no longer pose a difficul ty. However, it is submitted, the UI'C approach is not the optimal solution for two reasons. 
	Fi rst, circumstances can still be envisioned where strict adherence to even these minimal formalities would defea.t the testator's intention. For example, if a witness or a testator forgets to sign the will, t he new provisions would be of no assistance. Even with the minimum requirements, frustration of a testator's intention on a technical basis is still possible. 
	There is a second difficulty wi th this approach . 
	There is a second difficulty wi th this approach . 

	Neith,er reduction nor elimination of the formalities is an advisable approach because "The Wills Act" formalities serve a valid function in probate law and practice. 
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	This is because the protective func1t:ion is no longer seen as a primary purpose behind the formalities. This is attributable to the fact that, despite the theory, the formalities do not, in reality, exercise this f1L1nction well. As pointed out by l'rof. Langbein, the formalities are inadequate to protect a testator from determined ◄:=rooks. Secondly, the formalities do more harm than good :in voiding wills for harmless violations. Thirdly, the formalities are not needed for this purpose since fraud and i
	This is because the protective func1t:ion is no longer seen as a primary purpose behind the formalities. This is attributable to the fact that, despite the theory, the formalities do not, in reality, exercise this f1L1nction well. As pointed out by l'rof. Langbein, the formalities are inadequate to protect a testator from determined ◄:=rooks. Secondly, the formalities do more harm than good :in voiding wills for harmless violations. Thirdly, the formalities are not needed for this purpose since fraud and i
	89
	the protective function was of most importance historically. 
	(b) Evidentiary function 
	A much more important function the formalities serve is the evidentiary one. Sinc,e courts "are remote from the actual .. . occurrenceswhich claimants rely on to establish their interests, it is necessary that they be provided with sufficient evidence of the event. 
	1190 

	Reliable and permanent evidence of intention, genu1ineness and clarity of terms is ensured by "The Wills Act" formalities. Writing is permanent evidence which can be presented to a court at a later date. Signature at the end ass\llres the court of the authenticity of the whole document. The requirements as to witnesses provide the court with parties who can give evidence to prove the will. By their being disinterested, the evidence of the witnesses is not self-serving. The testator signing or acknowledging 
	-
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	The last function served by the formalities is the channelling one. "The Wills Act" forrn.alities make the probate of wills a substantially more uniform and routine procedure. For probat e courts, since wills all take basically 
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	formalities help a part y to channel his thoughts, so that 
	his intention can be communicated to atnd executed by the 93
	courts .. This channelling function, like the others, is 
	very important. The above-described £:unctions are performed 
	in similar fashion by the formalities surrounding alteration .and revocation.
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	The Commission, therefore, is of the opinion that "The W;tlls Act" formalities serve valid purposes in probate law and that reduction or elimination of the formalities is not an advisable solution . Furthermoz:e, it is not the formalities which create the current difficulties but rather the approach taken to them. 
	VII. REMEDIAL PROVISIONS 
	(a)· Neied for remedial provisions 
	As previously described, the current approach to the formalities is that of literal compliance. "The most minute defect in formal compliance is held to void the will, no matter how abundant the evidence that the defect was 
	9 5 
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	inconse:quential. It is s ubrni'tted that it is this insistent formalism which creates the current difficulties and which should be altered. 
	If the primary object of the courts is to recognize the tes1tator' s intention then the "requirements of execution which concern only the form of the transfer ... seem jus
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	tifiable only as implements for its accompl ishment ... 
	tifiable only as implements for its accompl ishment ... 
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	These requirements should not be seen as goals. To this end 
	the courts should be empowered to "remedy" a defect of f orm 
	where necessary. 
	is Prof. Langbein recommended suc:h a remedial provision 
	1e which he called a "substantial complianc:e" or "harmless error" ~ 97 
	t doctrine. The essential concept is the same. That is, the
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	finding of a formal or execution defect would not lead to
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	3 automatic:: invalidation of the will. Rather the proponents 
	nned of the document would be given the opportunity to establish 98
	tion that the defect is a harmless one. This would entail satisfying the court that, despite the <llefect , the document represen1ts the intent of the testator anid satisfies the 
	hat purposes of "The Wills Act". For once the intent of the ate testator is established, and the purposeis "are proved to have is been served, literal compliance with the, formalities is no 99
	longer nE!cessary". In effect a functional analysis would be 
	ther allowed. Therefore the presumption of invalidity surrounding defective! execution would be changed fro,m a conclusive to a rebuttable one. It is submitted that introduction of such a remedial provision would alleviate the d.ifficulties that currently exist. 
	Applying the doctrine to some of the cases previously discussed illustrates its usefulness. In the Re Brown line
	to of cases,,lOO the error in not acknowledging the signature 
	t 

	in the presence of both witnesses automatically made the will
	ill, invalid. If a r emedial provision had been in existence the proponents would have had an opportunity to defeat this pre
	istent sumption of invalidity. It would have been open to them to
	ch establish that the document reflected the testator's intent and no undue influence or fraud had been present, despite the defect.
	gnize tion Similarly in the Re Beadle cas,e, the judge stated
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	" 96 that he was satisfied the document reflected the testator's 
	I
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	end i • orm 
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	intent and no fraudulent interpolaLtion had occurred . A remedial provision would have give,n him the ability to dec:lare the will valid despite ·the, defect in signature pla.cement. 

	If applied to the cases dealing with stationery forms of wills, the doctrine would. all ow the courts to overcome the strict interpretation of the "wholly in the testator's handwriting" provision. 
	Similarly, if the remedial provision were applied, thE! beneficiary who inadvertently witnessed a will would no longer automatically lose his gift. Rather it would be open to him to establish that despite his acting as a witness, no undue influence had been employed. 
	The provision would be equally applicable to defects in the formalities of revocation or alteration. 
	I t is submitted that such a remedial provision would alleviate current difficulties and contain sufficient flexibility to meet future problems in this area. 
	(b) Objections to remedial provisions 
	Such a doctrine has been raised in various jurisdictions and has been subject to only minimal objection. Theise objections, however, should be considered. 
	101 

	It is argued that introduction of such a provision would discourage the use of the proper formalities thereby impairing performance of all the valuable functions. It is submitted that this argument is flawed. The provision 

	recommended is a remedial provision. It will be used only at final stages to save a will which is defectively executed, revoked or altered. The doctrine is not. applicable at initial stages of execution. Reliance on it at that stage would mean subjecting an estate to needless litigation. A remedial 
	ry provision should not discourage or in any way affect the :>veruse of formalities. 
	102 

	stator's A related argument raised against the doctrine is that its introduction would vastly incr«:lase the volume of probate litigation.The increase wo,~ld be attributable d no to proponents bringing forth various informal documents which currently would not be raised because o:f defective execution.
	lied, 
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	open This argument is not necessarily suppor1table. For instance
	s' a remedial provision would still requin:l that the purposes of the formalities be met. There must be reliable evidence that the document is genuine and consti1tutes the final intent
	defects of the testator, free from imposition, undue influence or fraud. Cases will not likely reach the courts unless there is some possibility of establishing these factoic-s. If such a possibility exists then in the interests of :fulfilling the testator's
	n 

	i ent intention the extra litigation or delayis incurred would be justifiable. 
	secondly, any potential incre.ase would most likely be offset by a decrease in other forms c:,f probate litigation.
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	It will no longer be beneficial for parties to challenge a will strictly on the basis of a technical objection. Thus it is possible a reduction not an incre,ase of litigation 
	would ocicur. l0Finally, experie!lce in jurisdictions which have implemented such a provision does inot support the validity of the objection. In Israel, wher,e such a provision has 
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	t been in force for 15 years, no increase in litigation has been 
	on 

	obsE~rved. In South Australia, where a r emedial amendment was introduced in 1975, there has been no marked increase in 
	obsE~rved. In South Australia, where a r emedial amendment was introduced in 1975, there has been no marked increase in 
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	litigation. In fact i n the five YE!ars of the doctrine's 
	106
	statutory existence only one case has been reported. 
	In total , it is submitted, the objections to the provision are not of sufficient weight to merit rej ection of the doctrine. The Commission has c:oncluded that introduction of such a provision into Manitoba constitutes the optimal solution to the formality problems.. 
	(c) Scope of re~edial provisions 
	The more difficult question than the advisability of the doctrine in general is the problem of defining the scope of the provision. 
	Two jurisdictions have introduced a general remedial doctrine in their Wills Act. Two c:>ther jurisdictions have recommended introduction of such a provision. In all four areas the form of the provision has varied in terms of the limitations placed on the parti cular sections. The three main for.ms of limitation appear to be a higher standard of proof, thr,eshold requirements or attempted execution. 
	i) 
	i) 
	Queensland 

	Of the four provisions, the one which can best be called a "substantial compliance" doctrine is the, provision drafted for institution in the Queensland jurisdiction of Australia. This provision reads a:; follows: 
	The Court may admit to probate a testamentary instrument executed in substant ial compliance with the formalities 
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	prescribed by this section if the Court is satisfied that the instrument expresses the tE~stamentary intention of the testator; . ...107 

	The wording of this section indicates thE~ limitation in the approach of the Queensland provision. That is, the section is only applicable where there has been an attempt to execute according to prescribed formalities which has failed. This is a strict embodiment of the doctrine piroposed by Prof. Langbein. Such an enactment is beneficial in that it covers most of the problems currently found. However, it is submitted, the limitations of this approach make the provision excessively narrow. 
	108 

	The requirement of attempted execution tends to imply that an attempt would have to be made to meet all the formalities. That is, the absence of a Jformality, such as using only one witness or being too sick to sign, might not be able to be corrected through this provision. 
	Additionally, the word "substantial" is an ambiguous term to employ. Prof. Langbein in his article uses the word in the sense of complying in substance aB opposed to form. However, such wording could be i nterpreted to mean a substantial or large amount. Therefore the doctrine might be inapplicable to a document which had a major defect such as a forgott,en signature or use of only one witness. 
	109 
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	It is submitted that this form of provision unnecessarily limits the potential scope of the remedial doctrine, weakening its usefulness. 
	ii) British Columbia 
	A similar problem is encountereid with the approach 
	A similar problem is encountereid with the approach 
	rec1::lntly recommended by the Law Reform Commission of British Col·umbia. Their proposal reads as follows: 
	The Wills Act be amended to permit t he Supreme Court to admit to probate a document capable of having t estamentary effect notwithstanding that it has not bee n executed in compliance with the required formalities if: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	the instrument is in writing and s igned by or on behalf of the deceased, and 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	the court is satisfied that the deceased intended the document to have testamentary effect. 
	111 



	The approach taken by this proposal i s to reject the concept of ,attempted compliance but replacei it with "threshold requirements" of writing and signature. 
	The British Columbia approach is beneficial i n that it is broader than the Queensland approach and i t does cove r most o f the difficulties currently encountered. Yet, circumstances can still be envisioned wheire strict adherence to even these minimal formalities coul d defeat the testator's intEmtion. As Prof. Langbein points out what of the testator who is about to sign his will in fI:ont of witnesses, when an 
	112
	"interloper's bullet or a coronary seizure fells him" . The likelihood of such an occurrenc:e is small but the fact remains there is no necessity for s:uch limitations to the proposed section. In effect such requirements do not conform with the functional analysis on which the remedial provision is based. For this reason such a limitation is not recommendable. 
	iii)I Israel 
	Two jurisdictions have actually enacted remedial 
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	provisions. In Israel such a section was instituted in 1965. Section 25 of the Israeli Succession Ace reads in English translation as follows : 
	Whe.re the court has no doubt as to the genuineness of a will, it may grant probate thE!reof notwithst~nding any defect with regard to the signature of the testator or of the witnesseB, the date of the will, the procedure set out in sII~ions 20 to 23 ,or the capacity of the witnessen. 
	Whe.re the court has no doubt as to the genuineness of a will, it may grant probate thE!reof notwithst~nding any defect with regard to the signature of the testator or of the witnesseB, the date of the will, the procedure set out in sII~ions 20 to 23 ,or the capacity of the witnessen. 

	From the wording of the section the extEmt of the limitations imposed is unclear. The scarcity of cases dealing with the provi sions, in addition to language and law differences, make the section's scope even more difficult to interpret. However, two main restrictions have been discovered. The section is clearly limited through the requirement of a high standard of proof. Application of the provision requires that the court have "no doubt" as to thE! veracity of the will. Addition.ally, recent case law sets
	114 
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	Once again, it is submitted, for the reasons previously stated, such an approach unne!cessarily limits the scope of the remedial provision. 
	iv) South Austral ia 
	South Australia is the other jjurisdiction which has enacted a remedial provision. In 15175 on a recommendation of the South Australian Law Reform Commi.tteesection 12 of the Wills Act was introduced. It reads as follows: 
	116 

	A document purport ing to embody the testamentary intentions of a deceased persoin shall, notwithstanding that it has not Qeen •=xecuted with the formalities required by this A,ct, be deemed to be a will of the deceased person if the Supreme Court , upon application for arumission of the document to probate as the last will of the deceased, is satisfied that th•=re can be no reasonable doubt that the dece,as1intended the document to constitute his will. 
	A document purport ing to embody the testamentary intentions of a deceased persoin shall, notwithstanding that it has not Qeen •=xecuted with the formalities required by this A,ct, be deemed to be a will of the deceased person if the Supreme Court , upon application for arumission of the document to probate as the last will of the deceased, is satisfied that th•=re can be no reasonable doubt that the dece,as1intended the document to constitute his will. 
	1
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	As the wording of the section illustrates the South Australian approach is the widest i1r1 s cope of all the remedial provisions in this area. The section does not provide for any threshold requirements or any n-aed t o establish attempted compliance. The only limitation is a higher standard of proof proof beyond a reasonable doubt. 
	-

	It is submitted that this wide approach adopted in South Australia is the one which best achieves the goal of the remedial provision. By placing no limitation on the doctrine's application, it empowers a court to overcome any technical defect or absence of form;3.lity in giving effect to the testator's intention. 
	The advisability of this ;approach can be detailed as follows. It is futile to try to foresee every type of mistake and every type of formality that testators might employ in the making of a will. Thea variety of human beings and their transactions is too great. The provision instituted should be broad enough to encompass all such possibilities. Limitations only weaken the provision's abili ty to do so. The only control necessary on such .a remedi al provision is 
	118
	already provided for in the wisdom c:,f the courts. The judiciary has had no diffi culty in discerning a testator's intention i n the past despite defects of form. And once the 
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	court is satisfied of that intent there is no reason to place any technical limitation on the court's ability to admit that document to probate. 
	The criticisms addressed to such a wide provision are simply re-statements of the objections to a remedial provision in general. That is, the wide!r the provision, the greater the opportunity for undermining the formalities and thei.r purposes and increased litigation. The same arguments raised before must be repeated. ~~he provision is remedial; it will not affect initial exe!cution. Requiring that the document embody the "testamentc1ry intentions" of the testator implies that the purposes of the formalit
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	In that case, Re Graham, the testatrix executed her will and gave it to her nephew instructing him to have it "witnessed". The nephew took the will to two neighbours who signed the document as witnesses. Jacolbs J., in hearing the case hac1l not the "slightest doubt that the deceased intended 
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	Therefore,
	the document ... to constitute her will
	11 

	• 
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	by applying section 12 he was able to admit the will to 
	probate despite the defect. This case illustrates the 
	effective application of the South Australian provision and 
	its uniqueness indicates the fears of eixcessive litigation 
	are not supportable. 
	VIII .PROPOSAL FOR MANITOBA 
	In total, it is submitted that the wide approach 
	In total, it is submitted that the wide approach 

	to the remedial provision taken in South Australia is the optimal approach for such a sect ion. The introduction of limitations defeats the purpose of the provision without serving any necessary function. Therefore, the majority of the Commission recommends that th,e remedial provision intro,duced in Manitoba should take this wide approach so as best to encompass all present and potential difficulties. Howev-er, if such a provision_is instituted in Manitoba, some qualificat ions to the section would be nece
	The first qualification relates to the question of the standard of proof to be employed. The standard of proof' used generally in probate matt ers is the normal ci vil stanalard of "balance of probabiliti es" or "preponderance of evide,nce". This standard requires that one must adduce evide,nce which is capable of showing a greater probability of vatlidity than the contrary. 
	121 

	However, in the South Australian r emedial section, the c:ourt must be satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt about the testator' s intention. This is the standard of proof empla,yed in criminal actions. I t requires adducing evi dence which is capable of compelling practical certainty of a state 
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	of fatcts . It is submitted that, unlike the South Australian section, the Manitoba provisi on should employ the normal civil standard of proof on the balan,ce of probabilities. This conclusion is based on the following factors. 
	First, in line with the pr,eceding arguments, limitations on the doctrine's applic,ation are unnecessary. Secondly, as previously described, the civil standard of proof is employed in other areas of probate law. Introduction of a different standard only creates inconsistency in the probate process. Thirdly, th,:'! civil standard serves 
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	its func:tion well. The proof required is an establishment 
	of a preiponderance of evidence to show that a conclusion 123
	sought is the most probable view of the facts . This 
	does not entail just a mechanical weighi ng of probabilities. 
	Rather it necessaril y i nvolves a careful consideration of 
	124
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	the possibilities in the context of the factors of the case. Addition.ally, in the area of execution of wills, any curious circumstances will give rise to the "doctrine of suspicion". This doctri ne casts an additional burden on the propounders 
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	of the will t o r emove the suspi cion by affirmative evidence. 
	Given this protection and all of the above factors, the Commission recommends that the norm~tl civil standard of proof be employed in the remedial section. 
	With removal of the reasonable! doubt standard a second qualification to the section is necessary. It is submitted that the wording" . . . if the Supreme Court . is satisfied..." would no longer be appropriate. The difficulty with such wording is that it connotes subjective analysis by the judiciary and it does not emphasize an objectivE= examination of the sufficiency of the evidence. The exact. level of proof required to "satisfy" a judge would be unclear and perhaps subject to variation. This would creat
	The Commission therefore recommends that the wording of the piroposed Manitoba provision be similar to that adopted in South Australia but be amended to reatd " be deemed to be a will of the deceased p·erson if it is proved upon 
	application for admission of the document to probate as the last. will of the deceased, that the deceased intended the document to constitute his will" . We believe that this wordling creates a much more objective standard for both certainty and appeal purposes. 
	application for admission of the document to probate as the last. will of the deceased, that the deceased intended the document to constitute his will" . We believe that this wordling creates a much more objective standard for both certainty and appeal purposes. 
	The third qualification to the remedial provision reca,mrnended for Manitoba is that it should be very clearly wordled to encompass revocation and alteration defects as well as those of execution. 
	With regard to the provision relating to atteisting witnesses,the Commission recommends that a separate section be introduced to extend the doctrine to this area. In this regard, Ontario has recently introduced a provision whic:h accomplishes this goal. Section 12(3) of "The Succession Law Reform Act" reads as follows: 
	Notwithstanding anything in this section,where a surrogate court is satisfied that neither the person so attesting or signing for the testator nor the spouse exercised any.•improper;_-or ,undue influence upon the testator, the devise,bequest or other disposition or appointment is not void. 
	120 

	It is submitted that this section successfully embodies the necessary approach to these.provisions. The only necessary qualification to this section is in relation to the wording "a surrogate court is satisfied". Once again, substitution of the phrase "it is proved" would make the section more satisfactory. Other than this alteration, the Comnnission recommends that the Manitoba section be similar to the Ontario provision. 
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	For ease of reference, the Commission's recommendations can be summarized as follows : 
	l. A remedial provi sion should be introduced in "The Wills Act" allowing the, probate courts in Manitoba to admit a document to probate despite a defect in form, if it is proved on the balance of probabilities, that the document embodies the testamentary intent of the deceased person. 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	The provision shoul d be worded so as to apply to defects in execution, alteration and revocation. 

	3. 
	3. 
	A further section should be enacted to allow the probate court to save a gift to a beneficiary who has signed for the testator or as a witness to a will, where the court is s:atisfied that no improper or undue influence wa$ emplofed. 
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